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Abstract
Haptic feedback from the steering wheel is an important cue that defines the steer-
ing feel in the driver-vehicle interaction. The steering feedback response in an electric
power assisted steering is primarily dependent on its control strategy. The conven-
tional approach is open loop control, where different functions are implemented in a
parallel structure. The main drawbacks are: (a) limited compensation of the hardware
impedance, (b) hardware system dependent steering feedback response and (c) limi-
tation on vehicle motion control request overlay. This thesis investigates closed-loop
control, in which the desired steering feedback response can be separated from the
hardware dynamics. Subsequently, the requirements can be defined at the design stage.
The closed-loop architecture constitutes of a higher and lower level controller. The
higher level control defines the reference steering feedback, which should account for
both driver and road excitation sources. This thesis focuses on the driver excitation,
where a methodology is proposed for developing such a reference model using the stan-
dard vehicle handling maneuvers. The lower level control ensures: (a) reference tracking
of the higher level control, (b) hardware impedance compensation and (c) robustness
to unmodeled dynamics. These interdependent objectives are realized for a passive
interaction port driving admittance. The two closed-loop possibilities, impedance (or
torque) and admittance (or position) control, are compared objectively. The analysis
is further extended to a steer-by-wire force-feedback system; such that the lower level
control is designed with a similar criteria, keeping the same higher level control.
The admittance control is found limited in performance for both the steering sys-
tems. This is explained by a higher equivalent mechanical inertia caused by the servo
motor and its transmission ratio in electric power assisted steering; and for steer-by-wire
force-feedback, due to the uncertainty in drivers’ arm inertia. Moreover, it inherently
suffers from the conflicting objectives of tracking, impedance compensation and ro-
bustness. These are further affected by the filtering required in the admittance lower
level control. In impedance control, a better performance is exhibited by its lower level
control. However, the required filtering and estimation in the impedance higher level
control is its biggest disadvantage. In closed-loop setting, the angular position overlay
with a vehicle motion control request is also relatively easier to realize than open loop.
Keywords: Haptic feedback, steering system, impedance and admittance control, pas-
sivity and coupled stability, torque and position overlay, system identification
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Nomenclature
Symbol Description
Cαf Front axle tire cornering stiffness
Cαr Rear axle tire cornering stiffness
Fassist Steering rack assist force
Fbn,fric Friction force on EPAS motor ball-nut assembly
Fext Disturbance force on steering rack
Frack Steering rack force from tire and wheel kinematics
Frack,ext External steering rack force from road
Ftb Torsion bar force on steering rack
Fxf , Fxr Front and rear axle longitudinal force
Fyf , Fyr Front and rear axle lateral force
G22, G32 Motor torque to angular position and torsion bar torque function
Garm Driver arm admittance
Gload System load transfer function
Hfb,M Impedance feedback transfer function
Hfb,θ Admittance feedback transfer function
Href,M Impedance reference transfer function
Href,θ Admittance reference transfer function
Hservo Servo closed-loop transfer function
Jarm Driver arm inertia
Jmot Servo motor inertia
Jpin Pinion inertia
Jrb EPAS motor recirculating balls’ inertia
Jref Reference inertia
Js Steering wheel and column inertia
Jz Vehicle yaw inertia
Ld Interaction port driving admittance loop gain
LM Impedance control loop gain
Lθ Admittance control loop gain
Marm Driver arm torque
Mext,req External motor torque overlay request
Mmot Actual servo motor torque
v
vi Nomenclature
Symbol Description
Mmot,eff EPAS motor effective torque on pinion
Mmot,ext EPAS motor torque request from vehicle motion control
Mmot,req EPAS motor torque request from steering feedback control
Mpin,fric Friction torque on pinion
Mrack Torque translated from steering rack force on pinion
Mrb,fric EPAS motor recirculating ball friction torque
Ms Steering torque
Ms,fric Friction torque on steering wheel
Msteer Steer torque from the tire about the steering axis
Mtb Torsion bar torque
Mtb,ref Reference torsion bar torque
Tαf Front axle tire relaxation time constant
Tαr Rear axle tire relaxation time constant
U Input signal transfer function
Y Output signal transfer function
Yk k
th output signal transfer function
Yk,ref k
th reference signal transfer function
Z Driving port admittance transfer function
bmot Servo motor viscous damping
bpin Pinion viscous damping
bref Reference viscous damping
bs Steering viscous damping
carm Driver arm stiffness
cbelt EPAS motor belt stiffness
cbn EPAS motor ball-nut stiffness
crack Steering rack stiffness
crb EPAS motor recirculating balls’ stiffness
cref Reference stiffness
ctb Torsion bar stiffness
eM Error in torque
eθ, e˙θ, e¨θ Error in angular position, velocity and acceleration
eYk Error in k
th output variable
fin Frequency in Hz
ibelt EPAS motor to pulley belt transmission ratio
imp EPAS motor to pinion transmission ratio
imr EPAS motor to rack transmission ratio
irp Steering rack to pinion gear ratio
is Overall steering pinion to road wheel angle ratio
j Complex operator
karm Driver arm damping
Nomenclature vii
Symbol Description
kbelt EPAS motor belt damping
kbn EPAS motor ball-nut damping
keq,rack EPAS equivalent rack viscous damping
krack Steering rack viscous damping
krb EPAS motor recirculating balls’ damping
kref Reference damping
ktb Torsion bar viscous damping
lf Distance from vehicle’s center of gravity to front axle
lr Distance from vehicle’s center of gravity to rear axle
m Vehicle mass
mbn EPAS motor recirculating balls’ mass
meq,rack EPAS equivalent rack mass
mrack Steering rack mass
nmech Steering caster trail
ntire Tire pneumatic trail
ntotal Total steering trail
s Laplace operator
t Time domain operator
vx Vehicle longitudinal velocity
vy Vehicle lateral velocity
xbn, x˙bn, x¨bn EPAS ball-nut position, velocity and acceleration
xrack, x˙rack, x¨rack Steering rack position, velocity and acceleration
0n×m n×m null matrix
A System state matrix
B System input-to-state matrix
C System state-to-output matrix
D System feedthrough matrix
G Output transfer function matrix
Ga Approximated model output transfer function matrix
In×n n× n identity matrix
u System input vector
x System state vector
y System output vector
α0, α1, α
′
1 Impedance feedback control gains
αf , αr Front and rear axle lateral slip angle
β Body sideslip angle
β0, β1, β2, β3 Admittance feedback control gains
δ, δ˙ Road wheel angle and velocity
θext,req External position request from vehicle motion control
θmot, θ˙mot, θ¨mot Motor angular position, velocity and acceleration
viii Nomenclature
Symbol Description
θmot,ref Reference motor angular position
θpin, θ˙pin, θ¨pin Pinion angular position, velocity and acceleration
θpin,ref Reference pinion angular position
θrb, θ˙rb, θ¨rb EPAS recirculating ball position, velocity and acceleration
θs, θ˙s, θ¨s Steering angular position, velocity and acceleration
θs,req, θ˙s,req Driver requested steering angular position and velocity
σi i
th Hankel Singular value
σαf , σαr Front and rear axle tire relaxation length
τ Integrator time step
φm Phase margin
ψ˙, ψ¨ Vehicle yaw rate and acceleration
ω, ωin Frequency
All quantities are given in SI units and angles in radians, unless stated otherwise.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
The literal meaning of the term ‘haptics’ is touch feedback, which defines the inter-
action between a human, machine and environment in a mechatronic system. This
can be further categorized in kinesthetic and tactile feedback. The kinesthetic feedback
deals with the muscular forces and positioning of the body joints, whereas the sensation
affecting the skin, for example temperature change, falls under tactile feedback. The
importance of haptic feedback is not something new, see e.g. [46]. This is acknowl-
edged in different applications, for example in teleoperated systems [6, 32, 33, 38, 47],
surgical robots [35, 45], flight simulators [15, 16, 25], etc. This thesis studies the role
of (kinesthetic) haptic feedback in vehicle steering systems.
The driver-vehicle interaction is subjectively perceived by humans as steering feel.
The term ‘steering feel’ is an amalgamation of multiple feedback cues, such as haptic,
optical, acoustic, motion, etc. With an advancement of the automotive industry in the
recent years due to electrification and software, the passenger car steering systems have
gradually transformed from hydraulic to electric power assisted steering. In the latter,
the servo motor is primarily responsible for the ‘haptic’ part of the steering feel. For
a relevant human-machine interface, the haptic feedback from the steering wheel is a
very important element for the drivers. This thesis focuses on the haptic (or steering)
feedback control for such systems.
1.1 Background
The transition from hydraulic power assisted steering (HPAS) to electric power assisted
steering (EPAS) is driven by various aspects, such as cost, packaging, environment
reasons, etc. The environmental benefit of EPAS, comes from its power-on demand1
capability. This directly influences the reduction in fuel consumption and subsequently
lower CO2 emissions. These claims can be found in, e.g. 10% reduction for an average
fuel consumption of 7.7 l/100km in a two-liter gasoline engine [8], 16.1 g/km less CO2
1Energy consumption only during steering and not while driving straight ahead.
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emissions as compared to HPAS [7], reduction by 4.1% in urban driving cycle [20], also
qualitatively in [26], etc. Apart from the fuel consumption improvement in EPAS, the
electrical actuation opens the door for many other functions related to steering feedback
control, vehicle safety and driving assistance [23].
The paradigm shift towards driving automation has made the servo motor an ac-
tuator for vehicle motion control. This is exemplified in lane keeping aid functions. In
EPAS, a single actuator is responsible for both the tasks; haptic feedback and vehicle
motion control. As a result, there will always be a compromise under certain situations
attributed to the prioritization of the control objective. A possible solution in the fu-
ture could be to have two separate actuators, like in a steer-by-wire (SbW) system. In
short, the steering wheel is mechanically decoupled from the road wheels; the steering
wheel and road wheel actuators are connected to each subsystem respectively, to fulfill
the required tasks. The importance of haptic feedback in steering is illustrated here
using two simple examples. Firstly, [39] showed an improvement in the drivers’ steer-
ing response by including the lateral acceleration feedback to manipulate the steering
torque for preventing the rollover situation. The second example deals with a racing
scenario, where higher cornering speeds are required for shorter lap times. This is pos-
sible by maximizing the tire-road grip potential and operating near to the road friction
limits. As a consequence, the actual trajectory deviations from the optimal racing line
are much narrower. This demands for a higher steering activity from the racing drivers
near the limit in search of maximum tire-road grip as experimentally shown in [43]. A
similar conclusion can be drawn from [42], an increased compensatory steering control
of the racing driver model results is a faster lap. In reality, the racing driver could in-
crease the steering activity near the handling limits, if and only if the tire-road feedback
effects on the steering wheel are sufficient and transmitted with a faster response.
In state-of-the-art EPAS control (see e.g. [3, 9, 23, 29]), the external road feedback is
mechanically filtered more aggressively than HPAS due to additional (equivalent) servo
motor impedance. And this is one its biggest drawback for causing an attenuation of the
high frequency road feedback (despite comprising the existing steering feedback control
functions). Similarly in state-of-the-art SbW-FFb (see e.g. [5, 19, 24]), the haptic
response is compromised because of two reasons: (a) the servo motor impedance and
(b) missing external road feedback information. For road feedback information in SbW-
FFb, it must be estimated using some control algorithms. The problem of additional
mechanical servo motor dynamics (or hardware impedance) on steering feedback is
objectively explained later in Chapter 3. The following subsection on research questions
is formulated based on the need of improving the state-of-the-art (open loop) steering
feedback control for a desired haptic response.
1.2 Research questions
The aim of this research work is to investigate the possibility of applying the closed-loop
haptic feedback control setting to EPAS and SbW-FFb. In these approaches, we define
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a lower and higher level control. The lower level control forms the closed-loop system
with the hardware setup, ensuring a sufficient performance, stability and robustness in
terms of a given control variable. The higher level control consists of the desired steering
feedback response, which provides a reference variable to the lower level control.
There are three explicit problems for our research work. The first question is ad-
dressed towards the higher level control for a reference steering feedback response.
The next question is to define the lower level control for the given cases, EPAS and
SbW-FFb, on the criteria of reference tracking, hardware impedance compensation and
robustness. The last question is regarding the interface of overlaying the two function-
alities, haptic feedback control and vehicle motion control. These questions are briefly
stated as follows.
(a) How to represent the steering feedback response using a model-based (control)
reference with different excitation sources?
(b) What are the closed-loop possibilities depending on the feedback control variable
for electric power assisted steering and steer-by-wire force-feedback? How to
objectively compare their performance following a defined stability criteria?
(c) How to overlay the request from haptic feedback control and vehicle motion con-
trol functions in closed-loop setting, and what should be the interfacing variable?
1.3 Contribution
The contribution of our work is finding the answers to the above mentioned research
questions. This can be summarized as follows.
I. In electric power assisted steering system, the effect of higher mechanical impedance
on the steering rack due to servo motor and its transmission ratio is investigated.
A higher dependency on the impedance (or inertia) compensation function in open
loop control is likely to have stability issues for such hardware systems. This is due
to typical signal processing for an estimated angular acceleration (Paper A). To
overcome the hardware impedance using the closed-loop setting, a fair comparison
between the two lower level control possibilities, impedance and admittance con-
trol, is further investigated. A sufficient linear feedback control law is formulated
with an assumption of a given higher level control. The controller parameters are
selected to ensure uncoupled and coupled stability of the interconnected system.
The lower level admittance control results in an inferior performance (in com-
parison to the impedance control) due to higher equivalent rack (or hardware)
impedance (Paper B). A generalized conclusion for such systems could be, ‘the
position reference tracking objective could conflict with the hardware impedance
compensation objective for maintaining a desired stability and robustness criteria
of the closed-loop system’.
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II. In the second case, a steer-by-wire force-feedback system is under consideration.
The effect of FFb-motor impedance could affect the open loop steering feedback
response due to additional dynamics (if the effective inertia is higher). To over-
come the compromised open loop reference tracking, the closed-loop control meth-
ods are compared and further analyzed using the same criteria as before. With a
sufficient linear feedback (lower level) control and a given higher level control, the
uncoupled and coupled stability of the interconnected system is guaranteed. The
performance of the lower level admittance control is affected by the uncertainty
in driver arm inertia. Because higher arm inertia in FFb systems results in a loss
of closed-loop performance and robustness (Paper C ). The generalized conclusion
on the lower level control from before is also valid here.
III. A methodology is presented for extracting the (steering feedback) reference model
parameters for driver excitation using the open loop vehicle handling maneu-
vers in both steady state and transient. It consequently results in a sequen-
tially structured impedance and admittance reference for the higher level control.
This inertia-spring-damper-friction haptic feedback reference model can be im-
plemented for closed-loop steering systems (Paper D). The performance of the
impedance reference is compromised as compared to the admittance reference
because of the estimation of angular acceleration signal.
IV. The angular position overlay in closed-loop setting can be used to realize the
vehicle motion control interventions via the haptic feedback control. This has
two advantages: (a) a better transition in steering torque response as compared
to the motor torque overlay in open loop and (b) realization of the vehicle motion
control request without driver-in-the-loop (although low frequency inputs only)
with the same controller.
1.4 Limitations
Some of the main limitations from this thesis are also highlighted.
(a) For lower level control, the feedback laws assume a linear time invariant (LTI)
system. The derived uncoupled stability conditions consider useful simplifications
(for example highly stiff torsion bar, neglecting smaller terms, etc.); these are
mentioned throughout the chapters respectively. For coupled stability analysis,
the model of driver arm mechanics is considered to be passive.
(b) Consideration of feedforward control (as an additional degree of freedom for the
lower level control) in the closed-loop possibility is kept out of context. Because
it does not affect the closed-loop stability analysis anyhow and it improves the
initial response only.
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(c) The higher level control is limited to the driver excitation only (and also within
the linear vehicle handling range). The inclusion of road excitation for the higher
level control is not discussed in this thesis.
(d) For overlaying the haptic feedback control with a vehicle motion control request,
we have compared the straightforward possibilities; motor torque overlay in open
loop and angular position overlay in closed-loop. There could be other possible
combinations, but we have not considered them for simplicity.
1.5 Thesis outline
The presented chapters provide a detailed overview of the research that has been done.
They are further appended with the papers as mentioned before. The complete thesis
in itself is self-contained for understanding the topic.
The thesis is organized as follows: Chapter 2 describes the system dynamics and
modeling of EPAS and SbW-FFb, along with the simplified models of vehicle and
muscular driver arm mechanics. Chapter 3 covers the interaction dynamics between the
driver, steering and vehicle with open and closed-loop haptic feedback control methods.
The closed-loop (feedback) control is designed using a thorough stability analysis and
its criteria as explained in this chapter. A very brief discussion on the possibility of
overlaying the request from haptic feedback control and vehicle motion control is done
in Chapter 4. Last but not the least, Chapter 5 summarizes the work with a discussion,
conclusion and future work.

Chapter 2
System dynamics and modeling
In this chapter, a brief introduction to the steering system and its interaction with the
vehicle and driver is given. The relevant system dynamics, for the haptic feedback con-
troller design, is mathematically formulated using simplified models. The undertaken
modeling assumptions, for representing this mechanical interaction, are also motivated.
2.1 Steering system
The focus of this thesis is on electric power assisted steering and steer-by-wire force-
feedback. The respective layouts are shown in Fig. 2.1 including some of the other main
components. In EPAS, there is a mechanical connection to the road wheels. The steer-
ing rack mounted servo motor is responsible for providing the required assistance to
overcome the steering rack force. Whereas in SbW system, this mechanical connection
between the driver (via steering wheel) and steering rack is not available. Subsequently,
the hardware consists of two actuators for controlling the road wheels (via steering rack)
and steering wheel respectively. The lower actuator is mainly responsible for vehicle
handling and its positioning on the road, while the upper actuator ensures the re-
quired drivers’ haptic feedback. For SbW, the thesis focuses on the latter. This FFb
motor generates the complete haptic feedback, unlike the torque support provided in
EPAS [9, 17, 23, 28]. In a conventional state-of-the-art steering system (for instance in
EPAS), there are three primary sources of excitation; driver, environment and vehicle.
The driver excitation involves human initiated steering movements. The external road
inputs are an important environmental excitation source. And finally, the vehicle inter-
ventions from driving-steering assistance (or vehicle motion control) functions such as
haptic guidance, lane keeping aid, etc. Depending on the driving behavior, requirements
and application, the definition of “good” steering feel varies. An appropriate steering
feedback is required not only during the driver excitation. For high performance vehi-
cles, for example in racing applications, the external road excitation becomes critical.
Because the racing driver relies on this information, to follow the optimal racing line
as explained in Section 1.1. On the contrary, it is also understandable to attenuate the
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ECU
Steering rack
EPAS servo motor
Steering wheel
Torque sensor
Force-Feedback 
servo motor
Steering rack
Steering wheel
Torque sensor
(a) Electric Power Assisted Steering (b) Steer-by-Wire
Figure 2.1: The two steering layouts under consideration are (a) electric power assisted
steering and (b) steer-by-wire.
unwanted steering disturbances; for example while driving on the rough road [44]. This
should be achieved with similar steering performance in SbW-FFb. Nevertheless, the
phenomenon of external road excitation (and its feedback) does not exist in SbW, and
needs to be realized.
The following subsections model the system hardware with different levels of com-
plexity, for an analytical comparison and performance evaluation of the haptic feedback
control methods in Chapter 3.
2.1.1 Electric power assisted steering model
The actual inputs to the steering system are steering torque from the driver (Ms),
steering rack assist force (Fassist) translated from the motor torque (Mmot) and rack
force from the tie-rods (Frack). Keeping this in context, the simplified steering model is
shown in Fig. 2.2. Here, the resulting force balance on the steering rack is translated
to moment balance on the pinion using the pinion-to-rack transmission ratio, irp. The
equations of motion are as follows, with effective motor torque as Mmot,eff = Fassist/irp.
Jsθ¨s =− bsθ˙s −Mtb −Ms,fric +Ms
Jpinθ¨pin =− bpinθ˙pin +Mtb −Mrack −Mpin,fric +Mmot,eff
where Mtb = ktb(θ˙s − θ˙pin) + ctb(θs − θpin) and Mrack = Frack/irp
(2.1)
The steering system is mechanically coupled to the EPAS motor. Here the mo-
tor dynamics is considered separately. The hardware causality of motor to steering
rack interaction (with Fassist and x˙rack towards the steering rack and EPAS motor re-
spectively) can be seen in Fig. 2.3 with the equations of motion in Eq. (2.2), such
that Fassist = kbn(x˙bn− x˙rack) + cbn(xbn− xrack). For a simplified analysis and real-time
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Jpin
θpin
Js
θs
ctb
ktb
Ms
Mmot,eff
Mrack
bs
Ms,fric
Mpin,fric
bpin
Figure 2.2: Free body diagram of a simplified electric power assisted steering system with 2-
DOF (degree of freedom); steering angle and pinion angle (or equivalent to rack displacement).
controller implementation, the model order is reduced due to high stiffness components.
Jmotθ¨mot =− bmotθ˙mot − kbelt(θ˙mot − θ˙rbibelt)− cbelt(θmot − θrbibelt)
+Mmot
Jrbθ¨rb =− krb(θ˙rbirb − x˙bn)irb − crb(θrbirb − xbn)irb + kbelt(θ˙mot
− θ˙rbibelt)ibelt + cbelt(θmot − θrbibelt)ibelt −Mrb,fric
mbnx¨bn =− krb(x˙bn − θ˙rbirb)− crb(xbn − θrbirb)− Fbn,fric − Fassist
(2.2)
For model order reduction, we take a simple case study where the motor is coupled
to steering rack with an external compliance (crack and krack) and a force component,
Fext = Ftb + Frack,ext. Neglecting friction from Eq. (2.2) and including mrackx¨rack =
−krackx˙rack − crackxrack + Fext + Fassist, the state-space form can be written as:
x˙ = Ax+Bu
y = Cx+Du
where, x = [θmot θ˙mot θrb θ˙rb xbn x˙bn xrack x˙rack]
T ,
y = xrack and u = [Mmot Fext]
T .
(2.3)
The approximated (lower order) model assumes a rigid servo motor to rack connection;
thus implying x˙rack = θ˙mot/imr and Fassist = Mmotimr,where imr = ibelt/irb. Hence, the
resulting equation of motion is given below. The outcome is amplification of steering
rack (hardware) impedance due to servo motor and its transmission ratios.
meq,rackx¨rack = −keq,rackx˙rack − crackxrack + Fext + Fassist
where, meq,rack = mrack +mbn + Jmoti
2
mr + Jrb/i
2
rb and keq,rack = krack + bmoti
2
mr
(2.4)
The Laplace transform of a state-space gives Y (s) = G(s)U(s), such that G(s) =
C(sI−A)−1B+D. The singular values of G(s), as defined in [41, pp. 72–79], are shown
on a frequency plot in Fig. 2.4(a) for full and reduced order models. The optimal Hankel
model (as a 2nd order approximation) is also included for reference. The corresponding
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Jrb
θrb
Jmot
θmot
cbelt
kbelt
Mmot
bmot
crb
krb
xbn
mbn
cbn
kbn
mrack
xrack
Fext
crack
krack
Mrb,fric
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EPAS motor
Fassist
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ibelt 1/irb
Figure 2.3: Free body diagram showing the mechanical interaction between the subsystems;
electric power assisted steering motor and steering rack. The motor model has 3-DOF; motor
angle, angular rotation of recirculating balls and ball nut translation.
Figure 2.4: (a) Singular values (frequency plot) of full order, reduced order and optimal
Hankel EPAS motor model. (b) Singular values of the error system (G(s) −Ga(s)) for ap-
proximated models; reduced lower order and optimal Hankel.
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Figure 2.5: Free body diagram of a steer-by-wire force-feedback system with 2-DOF; steering
angle and motor angle.
model error (G(s)−Ga(s)) singular values plot is shown in Fig. 2.4(b). For balanced
residualization, the model order reduction holds if the error bound condition in Eq.
(2.5) is satisfied, where n, k are actual and reduced number of states, and σi is Hankel
singular value, see [41, pp. 459–478]. The infinity norm of the reduced model error is
0.047 at 20.27 rad/s. Thus satisfying the error norm upper bound criteria (= 0.068).
Although one could use the optimal Hankel model because of lower error infinity norm,
but we prefer our assumption for two reasons: (a) intuitive to realize stiff motor drive
and (b) smaller error at lower frequencies for a good steady state performance.
||G(s)−Gka(s)||∞ ≤ 2
n∑
i=k+1
σi (2.5)
As a result, the effect of EPAS motor model can be included in the typical steering
system (via rack to pinion transmission ratio) as shown in Fig. 2.2. This implies
Jpin = meq,rack/i
2
rp, bpin = keq,rack/i
2
rp and Mmot,eff = Mmotimr/irp = Mmotimp. This
model order reduction is considered in Paper A, Paper B and Paper D for the closed-
loop control synthesis. However for the final simulation results, the derived controller
is used with the full order model in IPG CarMaker.
2.1.2 Steer-by-wire force-feedback model
The inputs to the SbW-FFb system are steering torque (Ms) and motor torque (Mmot)
from the FFb motor, refer Fig. 2.5. This hardware setup is relatively simpler compared
to EPAS. The equations of motion are given in Eq. (2.6), with torsion bar torque as
Mtb = ktb(θ˙s − θ˙mot) + ctb(θs − θmot). It should be noted that the direction of motor
torque is considered opposite, as compared to EPAS, since it generates the complete
steering feedback as resistance. Also, we have considered the case of direct motor to
steering wheel coupling. In case there is a gear ratio for motor torque amplification,
the effective motor impedance will also increase by the square of that gear ratio.
Jsθ¨s =− bsθ˙s − ktb(θ˙s − θ˙mot)− ctb(θs − θmot)−Ms,fric +Ms
Jmotθ¨mot =− bmotθ˙mot + ktb(θ˙s − θ˙mot) + ctb(θs − θmot)−Mmot
(2.6)
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Figure 2.6: Single track vehicle model in global coordinate system.
2.2 Vehicle model
The single track vehicle model is used at first for our simplified analysis and controller
development. The free body diagram in global coordinate system (XY) is shown in
Fig. 2.6. It is a 3-DOF (degree of freedom) non-linear vehicle model with the following
equations of motion (in vehicle frame or local coordinate system).
mv˙x = Fxf cos δ − Fyf sin δ + Fxr +mvyψ˙
mv˙y = Fxf sin δ + Fyf cos δ + Fyr −mvxψ˙
Jzψ¨ = (Fxf sin δ + Fyf cos δ)lf − Fyrlr
(2.7)
The lateral tire slip angle equations for front and rear axles can be derived as in
Eq. (2.8). We have also included the front and rear axle tire relaxation time such that
Tαi = σαi/vx, where σαi is corresponding relaxation length and i can be f or r for the
respective axles. The body sideslip angle is defined as β = arctan(vy/vx).
α˙f =
1
Tαf
[
δ − arctan
(
vy + lf ψ˙
vx
)
− αf
]
α˙r = − 1
Tαr
[
arctan
(
vy − lrψ˙
vx
)
+ αr
] (2.8)
A linearization is done around longitudinal velocity and neglecting the longitudinal
dynamics. Then the controller is subsequently developed as a function of longitudinal
velocity at different grid points. Assuming small road wheel and sideslip angles, and
linear tire model (Fyi = Cαiαi), the state-space matrices become as follows with x =
[vy ψ˙ αf αr]
T , y = Fyf and u = δ, where δ˙ = x˙rackirp/is and is is overall steering ratio
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Figure 2.7: Comparison of linear and non-linear (Magic formula) tire models under nominal
load condition.
(from pinion to road wheel angle).
A =

0 −vx Cαfm Cαrm
0 0
Cαf lf
Jz
−Cαr lr
Jz
−1
σαf
−lf
σαf
−vx
σαf
0
−1
σαr
lr
σαr
0 −vx
σαr
 , B =

0
0
vx
σαf
0
 ,C = [0 0 Cαf 0] and D = 0 (2.9)
The total steering moment (including the tire self-aligning moment) about the steer
axis is given as a function of front axle lateral force (Fyf ):
Msteer = Fyf (ntire + nmech) = Fyfntotal (2.10)
where, ntire is tire pneumatic trail and nmech is caster trail. As a consequence, the
resulting moment on the pinion is Mrack = Msteer/is. Eq. (2.10) is derived by taking
the small angle approximation for kingpin and caster angles. The tire jacking force and
scrub moment are neglected. This simplified model has been used in Paper B for the
EPAS feedback control analysis and in Paper D for the steering feel reference model
parameterization.
For EPAS validation purposes, it is done in CarMaker using a validated vehicle
model. It has multiple DOF, apart from the already mentioned, such as load transfer,
roll and pitch motions, wheel movements, etc. It also includes the non-linear ‘Magic
formula’ tire model. Since our focus is limited to lower slip angle range for a nominal
tire-road surface condition, the linear tire model fulfills that purpose. Both the tire
models are qualitatively compared in Fig. 2.7 on lateral force versus slip angle graph.
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Figure 2.8: Free body diagram of a simple muscular driver arm mechanical model as a 2nd
order system.
2.3 Muscular driver arm model
The driver arm mechanics is required for the analytical comparison of the interaction
dynamics between human and haptic controller. We have shown this in Paper B and
Paper C for closed-loop EPAS and SbW-FFb respectively. Since we do not want to com-
plicate the things unnecessarily, hence the simplest of the models has been presented.
This model is used in the next chapter from performance, stability and robustness
perspective of the closed-loop control.
Jarmθ¨s = Marm −Ms
Marm = karm(θ˙s,req − θ˙s) + carm(θs,req − θs)
(2.11)
Here the driver arm is considered as a 2nd order mechanical system, replicating the
behavior of a typical PD (proportional-derivative) position control with an additional
arm inertia. The free body diagram can be seen in Fig. 2.8. The equations of motion
are given in Eq. (2.11). The steering angle request, θs,req, can be assumed to be given
by the neural path following control layer. The driver arm admittance (or impedance)
parameters are time variant [30]. For a simplified analysis, we consider static values of
the parameters as given in [11] for the worst case scenario of the haptic controller. For
evasive maneuvers or high frequency steering inputs, the arms’ muscle becomes highly
stiff and rigidly coupled to the steering wheel. Hence, we consider the system input as
driver arm torque (Marm) for performance, stability and robustness analysis.
Chapter 3
Interaction between driver and
steering
This chapter provides an overview on haptic feedback control methods, addressing
the driver-vehicle interaction. The problem formulation covers shortcoming of existing
open loop feedback control strategy. For proposed closed-loop possibilities, the feedback
control content is based on Paper B and Paper C; whereas Paper D discusses on the
reference generation. At last, the pros and cons of the closed-loop methods are also
discussed along with the required potential improvements for future.
Before we present the state-of-the-art open loop control, we define some important
test cases for our work regarding the evaluation of steering feedback. These cases
are referred throughout the coming chapters for an understanding of the interaction
dynamics. As shown in Fig. 3.1, a simplified driver-steering haptic interaction for
an EPAS system. The torque (or force) and velocity exchange (power continuous)
variables represent the natural realistic causality, obtained by combining the models
from the previous chapter. The system inputs (as mentioned in 2.1) are driver torque,
external motor torque (from vehicle motion control function) and external rack force
(from the environment). Depending on the excitation source, the following test cases1
are considered.
I. Driver excitation
II. External rack force excitation:
(a) with driver-in-the-loop (or hands-on)
(b) without driver-in-the-loop (or hands-off)
III. External motor torque (or vehicle motion control function) excitation:
(a) with driver-in-the-loop (or hands-on)
(b) without driver-in-the-loop (or hands-off)
1Case I and II are used in this chapter, whereas Case III will be further discussed in Chapter 4.
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θs
+ Ms
Driver Steering Vehicle
Motor
+ Fassist
xrack
+ Mmot,req
xrack+
Frack
+ Mmot,ext
+ Frack,ext
Interaction point
Figure 3.1: A causal model of the haptic interaction between the driver and vehicle. The
other driver feedback cues such as optical, acoustical, motion, etc. are excluded. The excitation
sources are Ms, Frack,ext and Mmot,ext; and the steering feedback control input is Mmot,req.
3.1 State-of-the-art: Open loop
In this thesis, we define the ‘open loop control strategy’ consisting of feedforward func-
tions for steering feel; and no feedback control for reference tracking. A simplified
control architecture is shown in Fig. 3.2. Depending on the steering system, either
EPAS or SbW-FFb, the motor torque2 is defined consequently. Because of its con-
tribution for providing either a torque assistance or complete torque feedback to the
driver respectively. Although this existing control strategy fulfills a broad spectrum of
the desired steering feel requirements, but it lacks on a particular aspect of hardware
impedance compensation. This is discussed further in detail.
3.1.1 Electric power assisted steering control
We will now consider EPAS system at first, and highlight its evolution from HPAS; and
then discuss the SbW-FFb technology. A brief description on the ‘open loop feedback
control’ steering feel functions is given as follows. The detailed information can be
found in e.g. [9, 23, 28, 34].
(a) The basic assistance applies the motor torque as a function of torsion bar torque
and vehicle speed. Typically the relation between them is non-linear, since this
function is derived from HPAS. The modeling of HPAS system is not included
here (refer [37] for more details). The origin of this non-linear behavior evolved
from the steady state pressure difference in hydraulic chambers and torsion bar
torque characteristic. The importance of this function can be understood, in a
2For SbW-FFb, θmot is equivalent to θpin in Fig. 3.2.
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Figure 3.2: Open loop steering feedback control strategy.
quasi-static manner, as the desired steering effort to be applied for a given steering
rack force from the vehicle.
(b) The inertia compensation functionality is added to overcome the effective motor
impedance. This is a primary point of difference as compared to HPAS, since
EPAS inherits huge steering rack impedance, caused by servo motor and its me-
chanical transmission ratio, as shown in Eq. (2.4). The motor torque component
is computed using an estimated rotor (or pinion) acceleration. With this ap-
proach, it is difficult to compensate a higher percentage of additional impedance.
Because the feedforward implementation has limitations due to model uncertain-
ties [41]. Also, there are stability concerns due to noise amplification and time
delay in the estimated acceleration signal as briefly explained in Paper A. A fur-
ther detailed analysis on this particular aspect is discussed next as a part of the
problem formulation.
(c) The inclusion of active damping, as the name suggests, manipulates the system
viscous damping to avoid steering overshoot. This motor torque component is a
function of pinion (or motor) angular velocity and vehicle speed. The considered
assumption is that the motor to pinion mechanical connection is stiff, as shown
in the previous chapter.
(d) The non-linear Coulomb friction on the steering rack is manipulated using friction
compensation function. The goal is to achieve a desired on-center steering torque
threshold. This motor torque component is primarily a function of pinion angular
velocity.
(e) The active return function ensures a safe and desired steering wheel movement
towards the on-center position, especially under free steer release situation. The
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motor torque component is derived using the steering position/velocity control
with a ‘null’ reference steering angle.
Consider a 2nd order LTI model. The interaction dynamics with the model depends
on its physical properties; inertia, damping and stiffness [27], which defines its frequency
response. Coupling the passive system with a servo motor control results in an active
response manipulation. It also results in a higher overall mechanical impedance due
to servo motor [2, 13]. The effect is further amplified by the square of transmission
ratio between the motor and system inertia, if any. As a consequence, the mechanical
system response exhibits a low frequency low-pass filter characteristic in comparison to
its passive setup due to higher effective system inertia.
The open loop steering feedback control (as shown in Fig. 3.2) is typically tuned to
achieve a desired steering response under maximum periodic driver excitation (Case I)
within 5 Hz [44]. However, the limitation of EPAS can be seen in Case II, where the
pinion (or steering rack) acts as a mechanical low-pass filter for external road excitation
[23]. This is due to the amplification of motor inertia by its mechanical transmission
ratio, see the result of Section 2.1.1. Hence the effective pinion inertia increases mas-
sively, refer Paper A. Although the inertia compensation function mitigates this to
some extent, but still it causes a loss of potentially useful (high frequency) external
road feedback as compared to HPAS.
We will now explain this with some simulation results from the CarMaker envi-
ronment. As it can be seen in Fig. 3.3(a), the frequency response function (FRF) of
normalized external rack force to steering torque. The response gain is normalized with
respect to its steady state gain for a better comparison at higher frequencies. The result
is based on Case II(a) scenario, where the driver follows a straight line path despite
of external disturbances (s.t. θs,req = 0 rad in Eq. 2.11). In this case, the driver arm
muscles can be assumed as highly tensed. The passive EPAS iteration is the inclusion
of motor hardware dynamics without any torque support, Mmot = 0 Nm. With the
current open loop control, the system bandwidth3 (u 3.5 Hz) is although similar with
passive EPAS but the steering torque response is less attenuated at higher frequencies.
Primarily this is due to the inertia compensation function. To further emphasize our
point on the effect of system inertia, an additional (hypothetical) iteration exhibits the
improvement in system bandwidth (u 9.5 Hz) for passive EPAS with reduced motor
inertia in Fig. 3.3(a). A similar conclusion can be drawn from Fig. 3.3(b), where the
FRF of normalized external rack force to rack displacement is shown for Case II(b)
scenario, s.t. Ms = 0 Nm. Therefore, the lower effective system inertia results in a
reduced filtering of external road feedback on steering torque and rack displacement.
Since the above results are difficult to replicate on an actual vehicle, we performed
experiments on the steering test rig to verify the simulation findings. On the rig,
the steering rack is mechanically connected to two separate actuators. One of them
simulates a pre-selected spring and damping characteristic (attributing to Frack); and
3Bandwidth corresponds to the frequency at which the absolute gain drops by 3 dB or 29.21%.
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Figure 3.3: Post-processed EPAS simulation result of normalized external steering rack
force to (a) steering torque and (b) rack displacement frequency response at 75 km/h vehicle
speed. The normalization has been done with respect to its steady state gain. The plot details
are: data1 – passive system, data2 – open loop control and data3 – modified passive system
with lower motor inertia. The ‘magenta’ colored --- lines indicate the corresponding system
bandwidth.
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Figure 3.4: Post-processed EPAS test rig result of normalized external steering rack force
to (a) steering torque and (b) rack displacement frequency response at different vehicle speeds.
The normalization has been done with respect to its steady state gain. The plot details are:
data1 – passive system at 0 km/h, data2, data3 and data 4 – open loop control at 0 km/h, 75
km/h and 90 km/h respectively. The ‘magenta’ colored --- lines indicate the corresponding
system bandwidth.
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the external rack force disturbance is created by the other actuator. Refer Fig. 3.4,
the frequency response of normalized external rack force to steering torque and rack
displacement for fixed and freely rotating steering wheel, thus simulating Case II(a)
and (b) respectively. In passive EPAS condition for Case II(a), the system bandwidth
is approx. 5 Hz as shown in Fig. 3.4(a). With the active steering feedback control,
the system bandwidth increases to 9 Hz at 0 km/h vehicle speed. This is because
of the inertia compensation function. Its effect is reduced at higher vehicle speeds,
since the system bandwidth drops to approx. 5 Hz for both 75 km/h and 90 km/h
cases. However, the key takeaway is that with open loop EPAS control, high frequency
steering torque response is less attenuated as compared to the passive condition. A
similar behavior can be observed in rack displacement response, see Fig. 3.4(b), under
free steering wheel rotation. Thus the test rig measurements qualitatively confirm the
simulation finding. For skilled test drivers, the relevant steering feedback requirement is
usually defined in the range of 20−30 Hz [23]. Keeping this as criteria, the performance
of the open loop control (in terms of external rack force to steering torque FRF) is quite
limited. Based on these observations, we raise two questions.
(a) Is it possible to improve the steering feedback response by closed-loop control?
(b) What are the challenges involved in closed-loop control compared to open loop
approach?
3.1.2 Force-feedback control
The open loop FFb architecture is a straightforward solution and readily used, see e.g.
[5, 19, 24]. Using different signals such as angular position and velocity, the motor
torque reference is computed as shown in Fig. 3.2. However due to additional servo
motor impedance, the actual torque is compromised. Furthermore, the external steering
rack forces need to be estimated and then adapted for a desired road feedback.
For a simple reasoning, we objectify the SbW-FFb performance (from the test rig)
using Case I. The reference motor torque is assumed as a function of angular position
for a virtual steering feedback. The FRF of measured torque to feedback motor angular
position and velocity are shown in Fig. 3.5(a) and (b) respectively. The high frequency
reference tracking (> 2 Hz) is deteriorated because of FFb motor impedance. As a
result, the reference torque deviates from the measured torque in Fig. 3.5(c). Even if
the reference would have contained the external road feedback information, these results
would have shown a similar behavior within this frequency range. An ideal SbW-FFb
hardware setup demands a reasonable system bandwidth to meet the given steering
feedback requirement. With the observations above, we can formulate two questions.
(a) Would it be possible to improve the performance of open loop control by using
closed loop methods?
(b) How to make an objective comparison between the different control methods?
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Figure 3.5: Post-processed SbW-FFb test rig result of torsion bar torque to (a) motor angu-
lar position and (b) angular velocity and (c) reference to actual torsion bar torque frequency
response. The plot details are: data1 – open loop control, data2 – reference (at 75 km/h
vehicle speed) and data3 – derived analytical function using Eq. (2.6).
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3.2 Introduction to Closed-loop
We define the term ‘closed-loop’ for control strategies where the tracking of a given
signal is performed. From control theory, the two primary concepts are; impedance and
admittance control. The ‘impedance control’ is also known as torque (or force) control.
Position control is a common terminology for ‘admittance control’. In the context of
the steering system, the potential advantages of the closed-loop control are as follows.
(a) Hardware independent steering feedback response can be achieved, such that the
higher level control (or reference) would be ‘portable’ to different environments
(for example driving simulator and hardware-in-the-loop test rig), other closed-
loop vehicle steering systems, etc.
(b) Relatively simpler and more intuitive tuning of the higher level control based on
the steering feedback requirements.
(c) Independent lower level control tuning for a defined tracking performance as the
objective.
3.2.1 Impedance and Admittance control
A typical closed-loop haptic feedback control configuration consists of two loops; inner
and outer as shown in Fig. 3.6, refer [2, 18, 36, 40] for more details. The presented
layout in Fig. 3.6 is only valid for a single port human interaction with system coupled
to an actuator. The outer-loop is responsible for the reference generation and the inner-
loop for the reference tracking (of the outer-loop). The two single-input single-output
possibilities are impedance and admittance control. They both require measured torque
and angular position signals. They are complimentary to each other because one signal
is used to generate the reference and the other signal is tracked.
In Laplace domain, the impedance is defined as the transfer function between torque
and angular velocity in power-continuous coupling. For our work, we simplify that to
torque to angular displacement in terms of virtual work done [27]. For admittance
it is vice versa, i.e. the transfer function between angular displacement to torque. In
impedance control, the outer-loop generates the reference torque by using the measured
angular position and ‘virtual impedance’. On the contrary, the measured torque gener-
ates the reference angular position via the ‘virtual admittance’ in admittance control.
There are examples in the literature of both the approaches being addressed, but
not compared to each other. Such examples are, [17, 21, 28] for EPAS and [4, 19, 22,
24, 48] for SbW-FFb. This thesis makes an investigation on the conceptual differences
between the two control approaches. An objective comparison between impedance and
admittance control is presented in Paper B and Paper C for EPAS and SbW-FFb
systems respectively. These concepts are applied at the torsion bar, for signals torsion
bar torque and (pinion or FFb motor) angular position, and not at the steering wheel.
The motive of this choice is provided in Paper D.
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Figure 3.6: Closed-loop haptic feedback control layout for a typical steering hardware system.
Stability can be studied from uncoupled and coupled perspective. The uncoupled
stability defines the systems’ isolated behavior; whereas the stability of the haptic
feedback controller with human interaction is termed as coupled stability. Uncoupled
stability can be derived in two steps. Firstly, checking stability for the inner-loop in
isolation such that the servo control loop (or closed-loop plant) is stable independent of
the reference. In the second step, there are two ways to derive overall stability; (a) how
much faster4 reference dynamics one could realize on the outer-loop, given a certain
closed-loop plant behavior or (b) to define an additional criteria for the inner-loop,
given the reference dynamics in the outer-loop. The last step is to verify the coupled
stability, because to consider the situation with driver-in-the-loop. It should be noted
that uncoupled stability in itself does not guarantee coupled stability [13]. Coupled
instability is a well known phenomenon, particularly in admittance control, also known
as contact instability [10]. It could occur for high driver arm impedance. Therefore
with a limited closed-loop plant performance, there is always an upper bound on how
fast the reference dynamics in the outer-loop can be realized. The linear impedance
and admittance control laws, for our purpose, are formulated by abiding these criteria.
3.2.2 Coupled stability analysis
Linear system theory is used for coupled stability analysis. We treat the EPAS and
SbW-FFb case in a common analysis framework due to their similarities. For suitability,
the Laplace transform of the LTI plant can be written as follows with y = [θs θk Mtb]
T
and u = [Marm Mmot]
T , where k = {pin or mot} for EPAS and SbW-FFB respectively.
G(s) = C(sI−A)−1B+D
where, G22 = θk(s)/Mmot(s)
G32 = Mtb(s)/Mmot(s)
(3.1)
4Faster dynamics means either higher stiffness in impedance or lower inertia in admittance reference
respectively.
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The resulting loop gain with their respective control laws become as Eq. (3.2). The
impedance and admittance feedback control transfer functions are Hfb,M and Hfb,θ.
Their respective reference transfer functions are Href,M and Href,θ. These loop gains
appear in both uncoupled and coupled stability.
Li =
{
Hfb,M(G32 −Href,MG22) i = M for impedance control
Hfb,θ(G22 −Href,θG32) i = θ for admittance control
(3.2)
Linear impedance control design
A simple proportional-integral (PI) torque feedback control is sufficient to meet the
desired objectives of (a) impedance compensation and (b) reference tracking. The
control law is given in Eq (3.3). The negative motor torque is for EPAS (because
Mtb and Mmot act in the same direction) and vice versa for SbW-FFb. But both
represent negative (torque) feedback. The effective pinion torque assist in EPAS is
Mmot,eff = Mmotimp, where imp is the motor to pinion transmission ratio. This ratio is
possible for SbW-FFb systems also with an indirect coupling, but we consider a direct
FFb-motor coupling to the steering wheel such that imp = 1.
Mmot = ∓
(
α1eM + α0
∫ t
0
eMdτ
)
,where eM = Mtb,ref −Mtb (3.3)
With the proportional torque feedback, the mechanical impedance is reduced by a
factor (1 + α1imp), see e.g. [12, 27], Paper B and Paper C. Whereas the integral part
ensures a lower steady state tracking error and disturbance rejection. Although both
the gains should be higher, Eq. (3.4) is a necessary and sufficient condition. For the
given expression and the type of steering system, α′1 = 1 +α1imp and cmot = 0 Nm/rad.
The expression is derived for the feedback (or servo) control loop with Href,M = 0
and neglecting the smaller terms (w.r.t. a stiff torsion bar). The constraint ensures
closed-loop left half plane (LHP) poles, assuming no right half plane (RHP) pole-zero
cancellation. The graphical representation of this inequality between α1-α0 for EPAS
and SbW-FFb are shown in Fig. 3.7(a) and Fig. 3.8(a) respectively.
α0 <
1
imp
[(
α′1 +
Jk
Js + Jarm
)2
ktb
Jk
+ α′1
bk
Jk
+
Jkbs
(Js + Jarm)2
+ (α′1ktb + bk)
ck
ctbJk
]
(3.4)
The key interpretation from these figures is ‘for a selected phase margin5 (φm), it is
possible to increase the feedback control gains and its bandwidth (fin) simultaneously ’.
In reality, the gains are limited by the maximum actuator capability. In the next step,
we check the closed-loop sensitivity against the parameter variation. The effect on
performance and stability as a function of Jarm and vx is presented in Fig. 3.7(b) and
(c) respectively for EPAS. Whereas the effect of Jarm variation on SbW-FFb is shown
5It is a direct measure against the time delay uncertainty, refer [41] for details.
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Figure 3.7: EPAS impedance control design results. (a) Stability constraint between the
feedback control gains α1-α0 from Eq. (3.4). The ‘blue’ colored --- lines represent constant
bandwidth (fin) and the ‘orange’ colored — lines represent constant phase margin (φm). The
arrows indicate the direction of increasing fin and φm. (b) Closed-loop sensitivity of driver
arm inertia on fin and φm. (c) Closed-loop sensitivity of vehicle speed on fin and φm.
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Figure 3.8: SbW-FFb impedance control design results. (a) Stability constraint between the
feedback control gains α1-α0 from Eq. (3.4). The ‘blue’ colored --- lines represent constant
bandwidth (fin) and the ‘orange’ colored — lines represent constant phase margin (φm). The
arrows indicate the direction of increasing fin and φm. (b) Closed-loop sensitivity of driver
arm inertia on fin and φm. (c) The stability criteria in Eq. (3.8) between impedance reference
stiffness and inner-loop bandwidth for different driver arm inertia. The unstable regions are
hatched for convenience.
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Figure 3.9: Closed-loop feedback interconnection for uncoupled and coupled stability analysis
using the power-continuous variables. (a) Impedance and (b) Admittance control loop gains
with Gload = G22/G32. (c) Interaction port driving admittance loop gain.
in Fig. 3.8(b). The results show that the impedance control is robust enough against
these parameters’ variation because both the bandwidth and inner-loop phase margin
do not vary significantly.
Taking a step further in analyzing the uncoupled stability, such that the system
is stable in isolation. Considering the outer-loop (stated to be an impedance) with
Href,M = Jrefs
2+brefs+cref , the closed-loop plant is constrained to have an admittance
causality. The stability criteria can be derived for the two possibilities. At first given a
predefined servo control bandwidth (ωin), we try to find the reference stiffness bound
(if any, with reasonable assumptions Jref = 0 kgm
2, bref = 0 Nms/rad and ktb → 0
Nms/rad). The resulting (simplified) loop gain, see Fig. 3.9(a), is given below.
LM = −Href,MHservoG22
G32
= cref
(
1
1 + (1/ωin)s
)(
1
(Js + Jarm)s2 + bss
+
1
ctb
)
(3.5)
c2ref + ctb
(
2 +
bs
ωin(Js + Jarm)
− ctb
ωinbs
)
cref + c
2
tb
(
1 +
bs
ωin(Js + Jarm)
)
> 0 (3.6)
For a necessary and sufficient stability condition, the quadratic constraint (with non-
negative solution) in Eq. (3.6) can provide an upper bound on cref . This explains how
much maximum stiffness we could achieve in the outer-loop given a certain inner-loop
characteristic. And if the servo bandwidth satisfies ωin >
(
ctb−b2s/(Js+Jarm)
)2
/(4bsctb),
then the stability is maintained at all times irrespective of cref . Graphically, it can be
seen in Fig. 3.10(a) for EPAS system. On the contrary for a given cref , the inner-loop
can be designed using Eq. (3.7) to ensure that it is stable ∀ cref ≥ 0 Nm/rad. As a
result, the stable region in Fig. 3.10(b) has shrunk in comparison to Eq. (3.4) and
Fig. 3.7(a). Similarly for SbW-FFb, the sufficient stability condition in Eq. (3.8) has
been derived using the Nyquist criterion (with the same assumptions as above and
ctb →∞ Nm/rad). The expression emphasizes that with increasing Jarm, the minimum
bandwidth requirement also increases for a pre-determined cref , refer Fig. 3.8(c).
α0 < α1
(
bk + α
′
1ktb
)
/Jk (3.7)
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Figure 3.10: EPAS impedance control design results. (a) The stability criteria in Eq.
(3.6) between inner-loop bandwidth and impedance reference stiffness. The unstable region is
hatched for convenience. (b) The stability criteria in Eq. (3.7) between the feedback control
gains α1-α0. (c) The driving port admittance loop gain phase margin (robustness measure of
contact stability) as a function of drivers’ arm stiffness for different arm inertia.
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Figure 3.11: SbW-FFb driving port admittance loop gain phase margin as a function of
drivers’ arm stiffness. The figure shows φm variation for open loop, impedance and admittance
control for Jarm = 0 kgm
2 (---) and Jarm = 0.07 kgm
2 (—) respectively.
ωin > (cref/bs − bs/(Js + Jarm)) (3.8)
The reference impedance also consists of Jref and bref parameters, but with suitable
assumptions it can be proven that they would not affect the stability as a sufficient
condition. However, we could only realize a proper and real-time implementable (or
causal) impedance reference. Therefore, it needs some kind of filtering and estimation
for angular acceleration (and also angular velocity if not available explicitly). For this
purpose, a second-order low pass filter, Hlp(s), is used with a desired filter time constant
4.5 ms) and damping ratio (0.707).
Once the uncoupled stability is ensured, then the coupled stability depends on the
single-port interaction point driving admittance defined in terms of Z(s) = sθs/Marm.
The controller parameters are defined to achieve a passive driving admittance, thus
fulfilling the conditions of a positive real function: no RHP poles, no simple poles
and Re[Z(jω)] ≥ 0, ∀ ω ∈ R, refer [31] for the definition. This is a necessary and
sufficient stability condition for the driving admittance when coupled to an arbitrary
passive environment [13]. Although the conclusion is similar to passivity theorem, see
[31], which states ‘the feedback connection of two passive systems is passive’, but the
above condition is not sufficient to guarantee asymptotic stability as explained in [14].
Since in our case the environment represents the driver interaction and we assume a
‘strictly ’ passive drivers’ muscular arm impedance as G−1arm(s)/s = karm + carm/s. Then
the coupled system is asymptotically stable as described in [27], because this condition
holds if one system is passive and the other as strictly passive. Hence, the coupled (or
contact) stability is maintained at all times. The resulting loop gain, refer Fig. 3.9(c),
is Ld = G
−1
arm(θs/Marm). The loop gain phase margin variation as a function of the arm
stiffness is shown in Fig. 3.10(c) and Fig. 3.11 for the two steering systems respectively.
An interesting behavior can be observed for EPAS, where the plant model driving
port admittance is not passive (as the Nyquist contour of Z(s) crosses the open RHP or
the phase exceeds +90◦). This is due to a RHP zero in body sideslip response at higher
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vehicle speeds. As a consequence, driving port admittance passivity is lost. Because
the steering stiffness is a function of rack force (which subsequently depends on the
front axle slip angle). If the feedback control is designed sensibly, then the closed-loop
driving port admittance can be guaranteed to retain passivity as described above.
Linear admittance control design
The admittance control law is derived using the previously mentioned impedance control
function. We equate the respective loop gains (or characteristic equations), such that
Lθ = LM , to obtain a sufficient admittance control law. The result is given in Eq.
(3.9) with a reasonable assumption Href,MHref,θ = 1. This condition holds because the
outer-loop represents an admittance causality (inverse of impedance reference).
LM
!
= Lθ =⇒ Hfb,θ = −Hfb,MHref,M (3.9)
The relationship is simplified using Hfb,M = ∓(α1+α0/s) and Href,M = Jrefs2+brefs+
cref . In general, the inner-loop minimizes the error in angular position (and its integral),
velocity and acceleration for tracking an admittance reference. Eq. (3.10) defines the
motor torque. The positive sign is for EPAS and vice versa for SbW-FFb, although
both apply the negative angular position feedback. The purpose of β3, β2 and β1 is
to manipulate the system inertia, damping and stiffness respectively for (a) impedance
compensation; and β0 for (b) reference tracking, see Paper B and Paper C for details.
Mmot = ±
(
β3e¨θ + β2e˙θ + β1eθ + β0
∫ t
0
eθdτ
)
,where eθ = θk,ref − θk (3.10)
There are two ways to tackle the system inertia; either assuming θ¨k,ref = 0 rad/s
2 and
using ∓β3θ¨k for inertia compensation (such that β3 < 0) or use the complete control
law as above with β3 > 0 for a desired reference tracking. The first method is a typical
feedforward inertia compensation as in open loop control; whereas the second method
should be realized to follow the reference, only with β3 > 0 for a minimum phase system.
Furthermore, a real-time implementable (and causal) admittance feedback control is
only possible with filtering and estimation for angular acceleration and velocity errors.
For this, the same second-order low pass filter as in impedance reference is implemented.
Eq. (3.11) is a necessary and sufficient condition for the inner-loop stability such
that Href,θ = 0 and assuming ctb → ∞ Nm/rad. This constraint ensures closed-loop
LHP poles (with no RHP pole-zero cancellation) and no loop gain encirclement of −1.
The graphical representation of the inequality relation between β3-β0 (given β1 and β2)
for EPAS and SbW-FFb are shown in Fig. 3.12(a) and Fig. 3.13(a) respectively. These
two parameters are chosen because they are responsible for inertia compensation and
reference tracking respectively. β1 and β2 are pre-selected for a desired performance as
explained in Paper B and Paper C, and the aim is to improve the feedback control by
exploiting β3. The conclusion from these figures are, (a) ‘for a selected phase margin
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Figure 3.12: EPAS admittance control design results. (a) Stability constraint between the
feedback control gains β0-β3 from Eq. (3.11). The ‘blue’ colored --- lines represent constant
bandwidth (fin) and the ‘orange’ colored — lines represent constant phase margin (φm). The
arrows indicate the direction of increasing fin and φm. (b) Closed-loop sensitivity of driver
arm inertia on fin and φm. (c) Closed-loop sensitivity of vehicle speed on fin and φm.
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Figure 3.13: SbW-FFb admittance control design results. (a) Stability constraint between
the feedback control gains β0-β3 from Eq. (3.11). The ‘blue’ colored --- lines represent constant
bandwidth (fin) and the ‘orange’ colored — lines represent constant phase margin (φm). The
arrows indicate the direction of increasing fin and φm. (b) Closed-loop sensitivity of driver
arm inertia on fin and φm. (c) The ‘Reference constraint I’ is stability criteria in Eq. (3.14)
between admittance reference inertia and feedback gain β2. The ‘Reference constraint II’
represents Jref ≥ Jmot ∀ β2 ≥ 0. The unstable regions are hatched for convenience. The
‘Closed-loop stability’ criteria is derived using Eq. (3.11)
.
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and β3 < 0, the bandwidth can be improved at the expense of β0 (which substantially
affects the reference tracking in steady state)’ and (b) ‘for a selected phase margin and
β3 > 0, the bandwidth is compromised significantly and the β0 upper bound also reduces
as shown in Eq. (3.11)’. Hence, β3 is selected carefully to have a sufficient inner-loop
phase margin and that results in a constrained bandwidth.
β0 <
1
imp
(
bs + bk + β2imp
Js + Jarm + Jk + β3imp
)(
ck + β1imp
)
(3.11)
The closed-loop sensitivity is discussed next. The effect of Jarm and vx variation
are given in Fig. 3.12(b) and (c) respectively for EPAS; and see Fig. 3.13(b) for the
effect of Jarm variation in SbW-FFb. The results conclude that the admittance control
inherently suffers with the variation in arm inertia (as the performance is reduced with
increasing Jarm keeping the same feedback control). Although the phase margin in
EPAS is not affected much, but it is not the case for SbW-FFb. Because the largest
inertia is contributed by the driver arms and not by the servo motor (unlike in EPAS).
Furthermore, the closed-loop EPAS plant is robust against vehicle speed variation,
similar to the impedance control.
Since the outer-loop is an admittance, then the closed-loop plant is constrained
to have an impedance causality. The next uncoupled stability criteria is derived using
Href,θ = 1/(Jrefs
2+brefs+cref ). Again, the stability criteria could have two possibilities.
In the first case, we assume a predefined servo control bandwidth, ωin, and find the
Jref bound (with the assumptions bref = 0 Nms/rad, cref = 0 Nm/rad and ktb → 0
Nms/rad). The resulting loop gain is given in Eq. (3.12) and presented in Fig. 3.9(b).
For a necessary and sufficient stability condition (derived using Lθ), the inequality
constraint in Eq. (3.13) provides a lower bound on Jref . It signifies that how much
lower inertia one could realize in the outer-loop admittance, given a certain inner-loop
performance. The smaller the reference inertia, the faster the reference dynamics which
the driver could sense. It can be seen graphically in Fig. 3.14(a) for EPAS system. If
the driver arm inertia is higher, then the unstable region will increase and so as the
Jref lower bound for a given ωin.
Lθ = −Href,θHservoG32
G22
=
1
Jrefs2
(
1
1 + (1/ωin)s
)(
((Js + Jarm)s
2 + bss)ctb
(Js + Jarm)s2 + bss+ ctb
)
(3.12)
Jref >
Js + Jarm
bs + ktb
(−(Js + Jarm)ktbω2in + ((Js + Jarm)ctb − k2tb)ωin
(Js + Jarm)ω2in + (bs + ktb)ωin + ctb
)
(3.13)
For the second possibility with a defined Jref , the inner-loop is designed using β2 such
that Eq. (3.14) is fulfilled. The assumptions are {cref , bref , bs, bk, β0, β1, β3} = 0. It
is a necessary and sufficient stability condition for LHP closed-loop poles. Also, if we
consider β0, β1 and β3 using the actual control law then there is another lower bound
condition on β2 from Eq. (3.11) for the inner-loop stability. Both these conditions
should be satisfied for uncoupled stability. Fig. 3.14(b) summarizes the above discussion
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Figure 3.14: EPAS admittance control design results. (a) The stability criteria in Eq.
(3.13) between inner-loop bandwidth and admittance reference inertia. (b) The ‘Reference
constraint I’ is the stability criteria in Eq. (3.14) between admittance reference inertia and
feedback gain β2. The ‘Reference constraint II’ represents the same equation with reduced
system inertia or β3 6= 0. The ‘Closed-loop stability’ criteria is derived using Eq. (3.11). The
unstable regions are hatched for convenience. (c) The driving port admittance loop gain phase
margin (robustness measure of contact stability) as a function of drivers’ arm stiffness for
different arm inertia.
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for EPAS. With β3 6= 0, the system inertia is further compensated and subsequently it
relaxes the condition on β2 as shown in the figure for the same Jref (thus increasing
the stable region). A similar result can be seen for SbW-FFb in Fig. 3.13(c). If the
torsional compliance is assumed infinitely stiff, then the sufficient stability condition is
Jref ≥ Jmot [1]. Otherwise with a limited compliance, the below derived equation can
be used to realize Jref < Jmot within some range of β2.
β22 +
[( 1− Jk
Jref
1
Js+Jarm
+ 1
Jref
)
ctb
ktb
+ ktb
(
1 +
Jk
Js + Jarm
)]
β2 +
ctb
(
Jk
Js+Jarm
+ 1
)2
1
Js+Jarm
+ 1
Jref
> 0 (3.14)
The coupled stability is maintained at the interaction point by ensuring the driving
port admittance, Z(s), to be passive. As a result, the controller parameters are selected
for a positive real Z(s). The contact instability is a more common phenomenon in
admittance control, but we have tried to mitigate it. The loop gain Ld = G
−1
armZ (see
Fig. 3.9(c)) and its respective phase margin for EPAS and SbW-FFb with varying
carm is shown in Fig. 3.14(c) and Fig. 3.11. Similar to the impedance control, the
designed admittance control law (with all the constraints being satisfied) guaranteed
the passivity of closed-loop Z(s) in EPAS (even though the plant model is not passive
at higher vehicle speeds).
3.2.3 Feedback control validation
This section presents the result of the closed-loop haptic feedback control methods with
driver excitation (Case I). The impedance and admittance feedback control laws were
designed using the previous section. The linearized reference generator parameters are
assumed to be given, although they have been estimated from the actual vehicles’ open
loop control response which will be discussed in the next section.
For EPAS, the steering feedback controller is implemented in CarMaker using the
existing motor current control model. The frequency response of torsion bar torque to
pinion angular position and velocity are shown in Fig. 3.15(a) and (b) respectively. The
reference tracking shows a reasonable behavior, refer Fig. 3.15(c), since the controllers
offer a sufficient bandwidth within the drivers’ steering excitation range. A similar result
for SbW-FFb was obtained from the experiments. The torsion bar torque to pinion
angular position, velocity and reference to actual control variable FRF are shown in Fig.
3.16 respectively. The FRF results clearly indicate an improvement with impedance
and admittance control in comparison to the open loop control.
3.2.4 Reference model for driver excitation
Case I reference generator is discussed here as shown in Fig. 3.6. Although we have
introduced the LTI second-order reference in Section 3.2.2 for simplicity, but the driver
experiences a somewhat more detailed dynamics such as tire and vehicle response,
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Figure 3.15: Post-processed EPAS simulation result of torsion bar torque to (a) pinion
angular position and (b) angular velocity frequency response at 75 km/h vehicle speed. The
plot details are: data1 – reference, data2 – impedance control and data3 – admittance control.
(c) Frequency response of reference to actual control variable. The plot details are: data1 –
reference (gain = 1 and phase = 0◦), data2 – Mtb/Mtb,ref for impedance control and data3 –
θpin/θpin,ref for admittance control.
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Figure 3.16: Post-processed SbW-FFb test rig result of torsion bar torque to (a) motor
angular position and (b) angular velocity frequency response. The plot details are: data1 –
reference (at 75 km/h vehicle speed), data2 – open loop control, data3 – impedance control
and data4 – admittance control. (c) Frequency response of reference to actual control variable.
The plot details are: data1 – reference (gain = 1 and phase = 0◦), data2 – Mtb/Mtb,ref for
open loop control, data3 – Mtb/Mtb,ref for impedance control and data4 – θmot/θmot,ref for
admittance control.
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Figure 3.17: The reference generator block diagrams for (a) admittance and (b) impedance
control respectively (figure reproduced from Paper D). Here, δpin symbolically represents θk.
open loop functions as shown in Fig. 3.2. A brief explanation is given below, but
the details are provided in Paper D where we have presented a method to extract the
reference model parameters from a state-of-the-art steering system (limited to 4 m/s2
lateral acceleration). The paper also shows validation result of the complete reference
generator with their respective feedback control laws. The three important elements in
the reference model are as follows.
(a) System dynamics: It consists of the linear estimated steering response (based
on a particular road feedback and vehicle characteristic). The reference inertia,
damping and stiffness functions can be manipulated here.
(b) Basic assist: This defines the typical non-linear quasi-static relation between the
steering rack force (or equivalent to assist motor torque) and torsion bar torque.
(c) Non-linear friction: It is responsible for creating the effect of Coulomb friction
torque as a function of angular velocity.
The torsion bar torque is a primary input to the admittance reference for generating
the reference angular position and velocity, refer Fig. 3.17(a). Whereas the impedance
reference is complementary to the admittance reference as seen in Fig. 3.17(b), based
on causal analysis. The angular position and velocity signals are used in inverse system
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Figure 3.18: Post-processed EPAS simulation result of external steering rack force to (a)
steering torque and (b) pinion angle frequency response at 75 km/h vehicle speed. The plot
details are: data1 – open loop control, data2 – impedance control and data3 – admittance
control. The closed-loop feedback control methods provide road feedback attenuation.
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dynamics for angular acceleration estimation. Although the impedance and admittance
reference models, as developed in Paper D, are limited to low lateral acceleration levels,
the presented layouts are still valid in the entire operating range. For higher vehicle
lateral acceleration, vehicle and tires’ non-linearity need to be considered in the system
dynamics.
3.2.5 Reference model for road excitation: The step forward
Up till now we have generated a virtual steering feedback based on the driver excitation
reference model. The next step is to introduce useful road excitation. However this is
not considered in the present thesis, and will be considered in the future investigations.
A short overview of the road excitation is covered in this section. At first we
consider the EPAS system, where the external road excitation is one of the disturbance
inputs to the plant model. The open loop control has its shortcoming regarding this,
as discussed in Section 3.1. The effect is amplified in closed-loop control, since these
excitation are further attenuated as controllers’ disturbance rejection. The external
steering rack force decoupling results in Fig. 3.18(a) and (b) for Case II(a) and II(b)
respectively explain this phenomenon more clearly. As it can be seen in the figure,
the steering torque and pinion angle response are rather attenuated as compared to the
open loop control. This is not a desirable characteristic for an actual road feedback feel.
It is however a step towards realizing the closed-loop control. Our aim is to maximize
the inner-loop bandwidth (be it impedance or admittance control), and then feed the
external road excitation via the reference generator. This will require either a real-time
precisely estimated or measured steering rack force signal for the reference generator.
For SbW-FFb system, the requirements are exactly the same and so as the possible
approach.

Chapter 4
Overlaying vehicle motion control
request
This chapter is dedicated for merging haptic feedback control and vehicle motion control
functions. Haptic feedback control is covered in the previous chapter. Vehicle motion
control functions (such as lane keeping aid, pilot assist, etc.) request a reference pinion
angle in a typical EPAS system. The pinion angle controller (or admittance control)
applies the required motor torque to achieve the desired vehicle positioning on the road.
These kind of interventions are defined under vehicle excitation source category (refer
Case III definition in Chapter 3). The details on vehicle motion control request and its
position controller are out of context for this thesis. The question under investigation
is how to overlay these interventions with haptic feedback control. For our research,
we consider two overlay possibilities via either motor torque in open loop or angular
position in closed-loop. For SbW, the focus is on the FFb system. The vehicle motion
control request on the steering rack actuator can be similarly realized on the FFb
system either fully or partially or completely decoupled. However it should ultimately
feel natural and a part of the FFb during an intervention. We will not quantify what
exactly needs to be realized, but the question on how to realize the request on the FFb
actuator is dealt with.
4.1 Open loop motor torque overlay
The state-of-the-art motor torque overlay with open loop haptic feedback control is
shown in Fig. 4.1(a). In this architecture, a separate angular position controller is
required for tracking the reference.
We will look into Case III(a), where the external motor torque request excites the
steering system with driver following the straight line path, basically to objectify the
influence on steering torque. The result is shown in Fig. 4.2(a). The EPAS plots have
been normalized with respect to the transmission ratio imp for a fair comparison to
SbW-FFb. The following observations can be concluded.
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Figure 4.1: Architecture for (a) open loop motor torque overlay and angular position overlay
in (b) impedance and (c) admittance control, representing the merging of haptic feedback con-
trol and vehicle motion control functions. Open loop motor torque overlay requires a separate
admittance (or position) control for realizing the vehicle motion control request.
(a) The open loop EPAS control software (plot ‘data1’ with + markers) partially
attenuates the low frequency intervention. For a given vehicle motion control
request via motor torque overlay, the haptic feedback response is constrained be-
cause of the single actuator and an indirect interaction between the two functions.
(b) The open loop SbW-FFb control (plot ‘data2’ with ◦ markers) directly translates
Mext,req on the steering wheel with a bandwidth around 5 Hz. One could easily
alter the response depending on the haptic feedback preferences, because of a
separate vehicle motion control actuation.
(c) A typical motor torque overlay, regardless of EPAS or SbW-FFb, in closed-loop
control (plot ‘data3’ with 4 markers) would attenuate the low frequency ex-
citation. This result is similar to the road excitation attenuation response in
closed-loop EPAS as shown in Fig. 3.18. Closed-loop motor torque overlay would
result in a conflict between the two functions and as a result in EPAS, the vehicle
motion control request could not be achieved in a straightforward way.
A typical disturbance attenuation (or rejection) response at lower frequencies is equiv-
alent to ‘−1/s’ transfer function. Therefore the phase delay starts around 90◦ for
closed-loop cases, as compared to approximately 0◦ for open loop.
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Figure 4.2: (a) Motor torque overlay: Frequency response of Ms/Mext,req for test Case
III(a) at 75 km/h vehicle speed. The plot details are: data1 – EPAS open loop, data2 –
SbW-FFb open loop and data3 – a typical closed-loop control. (b) Angular position overlay:
Frequency response of Ms/θext,req for test Case III(a) at 75 km/h vehicle speed. The plot
details are: data1 – EPAS impedance control, data2 – EPAS admittance control, data3 –
SbW-FFb impedance control and data4 – SbW-FFb admittance control.
4.2 Closed-loop angular position overlay
A straightforward way to realize the vehicle motion control request in closed-loop control
is angular position overlay, see Fig. 4.1(b) and (c) for impedance and admittance control
respectively. In impedance control, the position overlay is done at the reference (on the
outer-loop) and at the feedback control (on the inner-loop) for admittance control. For
both, it would result in a similar response mathematically which can be proven using
Eq. 3.9. The frequency response results for Case III(a) are presented in Fig. 4.2(b).
The angular position overlay understandably causes a direct influence of the steering
torque. A very similar and consistent frequency response (Ms/θext,req) is obtained in
both the closed-loop steering systems. Same as before, the haptic feedback response is
constrained for EPAS and cannot be altered without affecting the vehicle motion control
request. Whereas in SbW-FFb, the response could easily be manipulated independent
of the steering rack actuation. The important point is that the two functions are realized
in a sequential manner, thus directly interdependent.
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Figure 4.3: Angular position overlay: Frequency response of θk/θext,req for test scenario
Case III(b) at 75 km/h vehicle speed, where k = {pin,mot} for EPAS and SbW-FFb respec-
tively. The plot details are: data1 – EPAS impedance control, data2 – EPAS admittance
control, data3 – SbW-FFb impedance control and data4 – SbW-FFb admittance control.
Another interesting feature about the angular position overlay is, the closed-loop
haptic feedback layout (both impedance and admittance) behaves as a position or
admittance control without the driver-in-the-loop for vehicle motion control request.
Thus, it fulfills the requested angular position task with a certain performance. This is
evaluated under test scenario Case III(b), refer Fig. 4.3 for frequency response results.
The equivalent admittance control bandwidth is approximately 1.5− 2 Hz for both the
systems. Hence, the low frequency vehicle motion control request could be realized via
the haptic feedback control. It should also be noted that the admittance haptic feedback
control from Fig. 4.2(c) inherently has higher inner-loop bandwidth (as described in
Chapter 3). However, the resulting bandwidth for the vehicle motion control request is
reduced due to slower (admittance) reference dynamics on the outer-loop.
Chapter 5
Summary
In this chapter, we summarize the thesis with a discussion, the conclusions highlighted
in previous chapters and the required future work to complete the development of the
closed-loop steering feedback control function.
5.1 Discussion and conclusion
After a thorough analysis on the topic of haptic feedback control for different steering
systems, we revisit the research questions from the introduction chapter in Section 1.2
and condense them as follows.
(a) How to represent the reference steering feedback response with different excitation
sources?
(b) What can be concluded after investigating and comparing the closed-loop possi-
bilities in terms of their performance, stability and robustness?
(c) How to overlay the haptic feedback control and vehicle motion control functions
in a closed-loop setting?
Questions (a) and (b) are discussed in Chapter 3, whereas Chapter 4 is dedicated to
question (c). In the final envisioned steering feedback control function, these questions
are interdependent on each other. This is due to, since they are realized via the same
haptic controller as oppose to a parallel structure in open loop control.
For question (a), the higher level control is under consideration. We have different
sources of excitation for the reference feedback as shown in a state-of-the-art steering
system. To understand the effect of each, we have also introduced a set of useful test
cases in Chapter 3. At first, the influence of driver excitation in the higher level control
is explained in Section 3.2.4. Regrading the same, we have presented a methodology to
extract the reference model parameters from a vehicle equipped with a typical steering
system using standard open-loop driving maneuvers. These parameters, once estimated,
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Table 5.1: Performance (in terms of controller bandwidth) and robustness (in terms of
phase margin) comparison of closed-loop control for electric power assisted steering (EPAS)
and steer-by-wire force-feedback (SbW-FFb) systems. The ‘→’ indicates increasing driver arm
inertia from 0 kgm2 to 0.07 kgm2.
System Closed-loop control Bandwidth (Hz) Phase margin (◦)
EPAS Impedance 34→ 30 40→ 30
SbW-FFb Impedance 10 32
EPAS Admittance 10→ 5 45
SbW-FFb Admittance 11→ 5 70→ 30
can be used in the provided higher level control layout to meet the desired steering
feedback response in a closed-loop setting. It should be noted that the driver excitation
is limited to 5 Hz. The second excitation source is road excitation. This has not been
considered in this thesis but will be covered in the future. With the existing higher level
control, the effect of road excitation is attenuated by the closed-loop setting in electric
power assisted steering (see Section 3.2.5). Hence, only a virtual steering feedback is
obtained based on the driver excitation. From the literature, it is well known that
the external road feedback to measured driver torque frequency response requirement
should be up to 20 Hz. This implies that the inner-loop of the haptic feedback control
(defined by the lower level control) has an ideal requirement of the controller bandwidth
within this range.
The answers to question (b) are attributed to the lower level control. Their analysis
is described in Section 3.2.2, along with the results in Section 3.2.3. The performance
of the lower level control can be understood in combination with the hardware setup,
in short ‘closed-loop plant’. The different objectives of the closed-loop plant (tracking,
stability and robustness) are dependent on each other. Understandably the designed
closed-loop controllers ensure stability, but the tracking performance and robustness
can be judged on the basis of controller bandwidth and open loop phase margin respec-
tively. These values are given in Table 5.1, with varying driver arm inertia. Impedance
(or torque) control shows better performance and more robustness as compared to ad-
mittance (or position) control for both systems. In a force-feedback system, the driver
arm inertia is the main contributor towards the system impedance, as compared to the
equivalent servo motor inertia in an electric power assisted steering. As a result, the
closed-loop system not only significantly looses performance, but also robustness mea-
sure with increasing arm inertia. The admittance control certainly needs improvement
to meet the desired steering feedback requirement.
Chapter 4 discusses about question (c) and deals with the third source of excitation,
vehicle motion control function. In open loop architecture, we have a separate admit-
tance or position controller for this and finally an overlay on the motor torque signal
(refer Fig. 4.1). Here, the haptic feedback response is not explicitly considered during
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these interventions and typically a byproduct. Whereas in closed-loop, it is possible to
realize vehicle motion control request via the haptic feedback control using the angular
position signal overlay. There are two advantages: (i) the two functions directly interact
with each other and thus provides a better steering torque response, when driver is in
the loop and (ii) the haptic feedback impedance and admittance control both behave
as a position controller for vehicle motion control function with driver out of the loop.
It should also be noted that the results from coupled stability analysis (in Section
3.2.2) are valid for similar closed-loop interconnected systems such as hardware-in-
the-loop test rigs, force-feedback in driving simulator, etc. Based on the discussion
above and Chapter 3 and 4, some general conclusions can be derived as shown below,
connected to the research questions.
(a) Lower level control:
− Better inner-loop (or closed-loop) performance in impedance control than
admittance control. The admittance control, in general, is affected by higher
and/or variable mechanical (or hardware) impedance.
− The linear time invariant admittance control is relatively less robust than
impedance control for variable mechanical impedance. Hence, the perfor-
mance and robustness are consequently affected.
− The interdependent objectives: (i) reference tracking, (ii) hardware impedance
compensation and (iii) robustness could inherently conflict with each other
in admittance control. However in impedance control, these objectives can
be simultaneously satisfied.
(b) Higher level control:
− It is possible to realize faster reference dynamics (on the outer-loop) in admit-
tance control than impedance control; assuming the admittance closed-loop
control bandwidth (on the inner-loop) is sufficiently high.
− For non-linear Coulomb friction dynamics, the impedance reference requires
a feedforward implementation as compared to the feedback connection in the
admittance reference.
(c) Comparatively easier to realize the angular position overlay in a closed-loop set-
ting, for merging haptic feedback control and vehicle motion control functionali-
ties, than open loop control.
5.2 Future work
The reference steering feedback response in the higher level control (regardless of the
steering system) needs significant development. Some of the important elements, which
should be taken care of as next steps, are as follows:
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• To append the driver excitation reference generator for higher vehicle lateral ac-
celeration range (by including tire and vehicle non-linearity).
• Development of a robust steering rack force observer for realization of external
road excitation in the reference generator.
• To improve the steering feedback response for lower vehicle speed range (or park-
ing maneuvers).
Similarly, the lower level control will be investigated further on the following aspects.
• Improving the performance and robustness of admittance control in electric power
assisted steering system. This is to compensate the equivalent steering rack me-
chanical impedance with multivariable feedback control approach (by including
torsion bar torque signal).
• Improving the performance and robustness of admittance control in force-feedback
system. This is to overcome the drivers’ arm inertia uncertainty with multivariable
feedback control approach (by including torsion bar torque signal).
The vision is to develop the closed-loop haptic controller, for a personalized steering
feedback response. Basically, it means that the driver could choose a weighting on
different excitation sources. For instance, a virtual steering feedback is provided in case
the driver wants to completely isolate the external road feedback. On the contrary, a
more realistic road feedback is provided to the driver for limit handling maneuvers.
This thesis has presented the shortcoming of the existing open loop control (for
electric power assisted steering and steer-by-wire force-feedback systems) and enabled
a step towards understanding of closed-loop steering feedback control function. The
improvement points, as mentioned in this chapter, will be considered in the next steps.
The experiments will also be performed to evaluate the closed-loop steering feedback
control function on a prototype vehicle, with real-time test equipment, for both the
steering systems.
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